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Weather
No big changes to the South American weather
forecast this morning. Rainfall in northern Brazil is
expected to run at least near normal over the next
two weeks. This should equate to a lot of 5-6” rainfall
totals during that timeframe. The wettest timeframe
will probably be the 6-10 day period. If you look at
radar this morning, you can see some active showers
present in a large portion of northern Brazil. With all
this rain around, there should be no major issue with
heat in the region.
Southern Brazil should see limited precipitation today
through Friday. Given the big rains the area has seen
recently, this drier weather probably comes at a fairly
good time. There will be some chances for showers
during the weekend, and some additional rainfall
chances in the 6-10 day period. Amounts don’t look
all that impressive, however, with two week rainfall
totals probably coming in a little below normal.
Temps should average well below normal for the next
week but in the Week 2 timeframe we could see
temps move above normal with highs potentially into
the 90s.
Argentina should see mostly dry conditions through
Thursday. Rains will be possible Thu/Fri but amounts
should be pretty light ranging from .25-.75”. Coverage
won’t be anything impressive either. That will be
followed by another 3-4 days of completely dry
weather. Rainfall potential for Week 2 will be better
than Week 1, but even then we’re not looking at big
totals. Week 2 rainfall might run near normal at best,
but a lot of areas will probably still see below normal
levels. We should start to see some on-and-off warm
weather with highs reaching into the 90s at times.
In the US, we’ll have some light rains sweep through the Corn Belt over the next few days. Amounts in most
cases won’t be anything huge. We should see a more significant rain event develop at the beginning of the 6-10
day period, favoring the ECB with the biggest amounts and coverage. No change to the outlook on temps, with
a lot of above normal readings expected over the next week.
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Crops
I spent a little more time yesterday thinking about the ethanol grind. As noted yesterday, the level of ethanol
margins (along with other factors) would seemingly argue for a strong grind in the months to come. Prior to
Covid, the 16/17 corn grind was 5,439 mb, the 17/18 was 5,605 mb, and the 18/19 was 5,378 mb. If the ethanol
grind is “normalized”, does that imply upside to WASDE’s current 21/22 corn grind projection of 5,200 mb?
For fun, I decided to look at the EIA’s projections for gasoline demand for the remainder of 2021 and through
2022 to see what that might imply for ethanol demand and specifically the corn grind. The chart below shows
the monthly corn grind estimates from NASS, but the 21/22 is entirely a projection based on these EIA estimates
(with the exception of Sep for which we have EIA ethanol production numbers already). I’ve taken the EIA’s
STEO motor gasoline product supplied, an assumption on the ethanol blend into gasoline, and assumption on
corn grind yields into ethanol, and an assumption on net ethanol exports. Yes, that is a long list of assumptions
and obviously any one of those could be off to make this incorrect. Still, I just want to use this for illustrative
purposes this morning. The 21/22 line just shows how all these assumptions would mesh together. What I find
interesting is that the total marketing year corn grind with these monthly levels is 5,190 mb, which is almost
spot-on the latest WASDE projection. I wonder if WASDE has approached this in a similar fashion?

Monthly Corn Grind for Ethanol
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Perhaps it is just my bias talking, but I have a somewhat hard time believing that Nov, Dec, Jan corn grind will
come in smaller than year ago levels, especially if production margins remain so strong. Also, I am of the belief
that the EIA’s motor gasoline projections might prove pessimistic as well. I show their estimates in the chart
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below. They have late 2021 and early 2022 gasoline demand running well under pre-Covid levels (as shown with
the 2019 levels).

EIA STEO US Motor Gasoline Product Supplied Estimates
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So what does it mean? Well, the main point I think is worth making this morning is that the monthly ethanol
grind breakdown shown in the first chart above seems to be a “worst case” projection. It pains me to write that
as we know something could obviously happen that changes the situation. However, I’m simply saying that,
based on what we think we know right now, the current WASDE corn grind projection would seem to be the
lowest we can get. I am personally going to start plugging in some upside to the corn grind…though I haven’t
quite decided how much yet. Thoughts appreciated.
Livestock
Another strong week of negotiated trade last week.
You can see at the right that “spot” negotiated
volume was basically tied for the best of the year.
Too early to say if this implies a shift in cash
weakness…a lot of that still depends on how the
kills goes. Still, I view this as somewhat
encouraging.
Still catching up on things and thought I’d look at
basis quickly this morning. Generally speaking, the
view on basis levels is fairly consistent across the
nearby contracts – a little weak but nothing that
truly stands out. I have charts on Feb and Apr basis
below, but the Dec chart would look similar. The
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Apr basis chart is showing that we could start to get a bit stretched depending on how things play out in the next
few weeks…but we’ll just have to wait and see. Otherwise, nothing stands out as egregious in my opinion.
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Financials
ICYMI last week, the U of M Consumer Sentiment
numbers were released. I think it is worth a quick
look at some of these as it continues to point
towards a shift in overall sentiment in the past
few months. I’ve posted several charts to the
right. The first chart at the right shows the
headline consumer sentiment number. Overall
sentiment right now is tied or slightly lower than
the peak of the pandemic fears last year. I find
that absolutely fascinating, to be honest. The
second chart at the right compares the measures
on expectations of business conditions being
better or worse in the next 12 months. Again,
we’ve seen a significant flip-flop in expectations
here. The third chart shows respondents’
opinions on buying conditions for both homes
and vehicles. For both we’re looking at very
historically depressed buying conditions, though
admittedly the housing number did post a
modest uptick for last month.
I could show a few more, but that will probably
do the trick. The bottom line is that it seems
rising prices, among other issues, continue to
negatively impact consumer sentiment. This isn’t
a particularly encouraging sign, at least in my
opinion. Admittedly, the equity market seems
unbothered by all this and can probably ignore it
a little longer. That said, as we prepare for a Fed
taper and another debt ceiling debate in early
December, I still think some caution towards
“risk” is advised here.
Energy
Not much new to say this morning…more of the
same today. Crude oil futures simply continue to
grind higher. You continue to hear more and
more about the Biden administration “pleading”
with OPEC+ for more oil production, which is
hilarious as this comes from the same people who
have blown up every pipeline deal to get oil out
of Canada. It is basically that storyline that
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continues to support the oil market –
government insistence that fossil fuels are bad
and a renewables-only approach has led to a
completely lack of investment into oil
production. I pulled the chart at the right off
Twitter but it appears to be from a GS note. You
can see the breakdown in capex as the woke
culture of ESG has risen. There is nothing wrong
with wanting more energy from renewables, but
the simple fact is the technology is not ready for
them to take the lead yet.
Today’s Calendar (all times Central)
• Housing Starts – 7:30am
Thanks for reading.
David Zelinski
dzelinski@nesvick.com
901-766-4684
Trillian IM: dzelinski@nesvick.com

DISCLAIMER:
This communication is a solicitation for entering into derivatives transactions. It is for clients, affiliates, and
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and are subject to change without notice. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or trading strategies of Nesvick Trading Group LLC and its
subsidiaries. Nesvick Trading Group, LLC does not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it
should not be relied upon as such.
Officers, employees, and affiliates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC may or may not, from time to time, have long
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